
Brand Manitoba
Manitoba Adventure Series - Get your heart beating



The Situation

We can capitalize on the continued success of our 2014 campaign 
“Manitoba, Canada’s Heart - Beats”. 

Opportunity - Increase investment in the tourism sector by partnering 
with outside businesses and government. Partner with affiliations outside 
of tourism to gain national and international presence. 

The Manitoba landscape is an adventurer’s playground. It covers 649,950 
square kilometers with a widely varied landscape. The diverse terrain 
would lend itself to many different types of athletic and experience 
driven events. 



Objectives

Create awareness to establish Manitoba as a new type of active 
adventure destination. The vitality of the environment and cultural 
diversity sets the perfect stage for international recognition.

Engaging the community as a part of creating the destination experience.

Continue to maintain and improve tourism infrastructure and service. 



Target Audiences
Adventure Travellers - Ages range from mid-twenties to late fifties. 
Active adventure seekers with a higher than average household income. 
Typically Canadian but will also travel from other active countries that may 
not offer the same terrain or variation in activities.  

Close proximity Canadians & Manitobans - It’s important to have 
people involved that are in close proximity and that have an affinity for 
the province. These are the people that will come back year after year and 
commit their time into being a part of it all. 

Media Outlets - We will focus on mainly active and outdoors centered 
media with international reach. Consistent with the message and purpose 
of our campaign to be active and adventurous. 



Key Messages

Manitoba, get your heart beating.

Get your heart racing in Manitoba, be a part of it all. 

Life is a journey that begins with a heartbeat, kickstart 
yours in Manitoba.  



Strategies

Create additional exposure for the province, capitalizing 
on international caliber races and events  

Increase community engagement of local Manitobans 

Think outside of the box with the province’s corporate 
tourism partnerships  



Tactics

Corporate and Media Sponsorship Acquisition
An integral component of this campaign is involvement of key sponsors 
that have interests outside of the tourism industry, but like minded in the 
realm of adventure, active lifestyles and community engagement.

Assemble a specialized outreach team to strategically select potential sponsors and present a pitch to 
work together with Travel Manitoba

Connect and build sponsorship agreements for future events beyond this campaign



Tactics
Campaign Launch
The introduction of the Get your heart beating campaign through the same 
channels as the summer games will introduce the idea to a continued 
impact of sport and activity on the economy and how Manitoba will be 
experienced in the future.

Landing page extension of the TravelManitoba.com website to introduce the campaign. Social Media 
Campaign in sync with Canada Games strategies - includes targeted ads and paid posts. Signage and 
promotional posters around the Canada games venues. 

Broadcast: Banners (snipes) on national broadcasts of sports promoting the social media campaign and 
landing page. Appearances on local media outlets  promoting volunteer opportunities and encouraged 
participation. Segments on international adventure channels and shows promoting the new roster of 
events for the year. 

Media Event the evening after the games have closed to promote the future of the events happening over 
the next year. Debriefing Media Release featuring campaign details and schedule of events coming up. 



Tactics

Ironman Manitoba
IRONMAN is a statement of excellence, passion, commitment. It is a test 
of physical toughness and mental strength. IRONMAN is about 
persevering, enduring and being a part of something larger than 
ourselves. 

The event will be a two day sanctioned multi distance race to encourage all levels of athletes to race. 
The race will take place at Riding Mountain National Park. 

Influencer partnership with Nicole Walker, an elite triathlete from Manitoba who took the top amateur 
spot at the Ironman North American Championships in 2016.   

Corporate partnership with Ironman Canada, Triathlon Manitoba, Triathlon Canada and Zoot. 

Media relationships with Triathlon Magazine.  



Tactics

Adventure Race World Series
Each international Qualifier event in the AR World Series sets a unique 
course to test mixed teams of four fin the disciplines of trekking, 
mountain biking, kayaking, navigation and more. 

Corporate partnership with Adventure Racing World Series, Cabela’s and Destination Canada. 

Relationships with media outlets: Outside Magazine, Get Out There Magazine, Outpost Travel, 
Adventure Magazine, and Explore Magazine, the travel channel, travel and escape, and Air Canada 
magazines/TVs. 



Tactics

Rock & Roll Series Marathon/Half/10k Winnipeg
Join us as the Rock & roll marathon series celebrates 20 Years. At each 
2017 event we’ll come together to celebrate all that we run for: from your 
personal race day moments to each event’s historical milestones.  

Corporate partnership with Rock & Roll Race Series, True North Sports & Entertainment, and 
Garmin Canada. 

Book Manitoban artists for the headlining act - Bif Naked, or The Watchmen
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Situation Analysis  
Trying to compete with the natural wonders of other provinces in the likes of British Columbia, 
Alberta, and Ontario may lead Manitoba into continuing as just the sub-par, sub zero piece of the 
prairies rather than standing out as a key destination when in Canada.  

Quebec is in a league of their own with the number of exciting festivals and extraordinary initiatives 
year round. Ontario has billions of dollars invested facilities and attractions that would make any 
family vacationer swoon in addition to the rich regions of Niagara and Muskoka. Not to be 
underestimated BC and Alberta both have the power of the undeniable beauty of rockies on their 
side. In Manitoba, we need to think less about branding in status quo amongst the other provinces 
across the nation and it’s time to step outside the box and find our niche.  

Manitoba has done well to establish a strong connection to the tourism industry and have begun to 
bring in new visitors from a range of origins from all over the world. We can capitalize on the success 
of our 2014 campaign “Manitoba, Canada’s Heart - Beats” and extend into new markets and 
partnerships across the country.  Currently, the majority of our visible business partners are located 
in Manitoba, or they’re directly related to the tourism industry. Setting their sights above and 
beyond what’s expected would help Manitoba break through some of the barriers in gaining more 
visitors and businesses in the province.  

OPPORTUNITY - Increase investment in the tourism sector by partnering with outside businesses 
and government. Following suit to Canadian tourism leaders of Quebec and Ontario to partner with 
outside affiliations to gain national and international presence.  

The Manitoba landscape is an adventurer’s playground. It covers 649,950 square kilometers with a 
widely varied landscape. Everything from wandering rivers and trails with three different mountain 
ranges and lakes abounds (approximately 16% of the land). The diverse terrain would lend itself to 
many different types of athletic and experience driven events.  

Let’s encourage participants and facilitate engagement with our unique landscapes, it’s not just 
about being a spectator anymore.  

The Campaign - Manitoba Adventure Series - Get your heart beating. 
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Research Summary 

Primary Research -  
Obtain information from past campaign results through an internal audit. Access to campaign 
assessment surveys that have been initiated through research and market intelligence collection.  

**Explorer’s Quotient (EQ) - Destination Canada released the EQ Dashboard Program to all PMOs 
in late September. The Dashboard provides “point and click” tools to work with EQ data, which 
allows easy access in selecting targets, developing profiles, and aiding newer users in developing 
effective marketing using Explorer Quotient based segmentation. Travel Manitoba has been training 
on this and looks to provide guidance and advice for Manitoba partners planning to work with EQ. 

**Campaign Assessment – Online Surveys Travel Manitoba engaged Probe Research to complete 
wave four of a campaign assessment/awareness survey series following completion of summer/fall 
marketing. Online surveys were launched in Calgary, Manitoba (rural and Winnipeg) as well as to 
Canadian air travellers, matching the audience of the campaign. The research showed that as a 
brand, Manitoba, Canada’s Heart…Beats continues to gain recognition among Alberta and Manitoba 
residents, rising to 24%. And the appeal of the campaign is evident: after seeing the television 
commercials, almost half of the general population indicated their opinion of Manitoba as a 
potential destination improved, an opinion echoed by almost 60% of air travellers. In fact, the videos 
influenced almost a third of the general population to seek out Manitoba vacation information. 

**Beyond ROI -  Travel Manitoba will be partnering with Destination Canada and the other 
provincial marketing organizations on a project to establish a set of measurement standards for 
determining the effectiveness of provincial and national tourism marketing. 

**Travel Manitoba staff continue to be full participants in national tourism research associations 
and working groups.  

**From the 2015/16 Annual Report - 
https://digitalcollection.gov.mb.ca/awweb/pdfopener?smd=1&did=25204&md=1  

Pursuing Meetings, Conventions, Events and Incentive Travel - Travel Manitoba works with 
destination marketing organizations like Tourism Winnipeg, Brandon First and other industry groups 
to attract large events to the province. Travel Manitoba supported Brandon First’s efforts to develop 
a Curling Events Acquisition Strategy, and to secure a national baseball championship.  

In 2015, Winnipeg hosted the CFL Grey Cup and FIFA Women’s World Cup, major events that 
drew visitors from across Canada, the U.S. and beyond. Travel Manitoba was involved in the Grey 
Cup Festival Marketing Committee, and supported the visitor experience for FIFA spectators. 
Looking ahead, Travel Manitoba is actively involved in the planning and marketing for the 2017 
Canada Games, and Canada’s 150th celebrations. 

 

   

https://digitalcollection.gov.mb.ca/awweb/pdfopener?smd=1&did=25204&md=1
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Secondary Research -  
https://www.attractionscanada.com/Manitoba/index.asp 

● Population: 1,272,000 
● Size: 649,950 sq. km.  
● Capital City: Winnipeg 
● Time Zone(s): Mountain, DST 
● Min. Age for Unrestricted Driver’s 

License: 17 years, 6 months 

● Minimum Age for Gambling: 18 
● Alcohol Consumption: Legal at 18 
● Highest Point: 831 m/2,727 ft., Baldy 

Mountain 
● Lowest Point: Sea level, Churchill 

Situated between Saskatchewan on the west and Ontario on the east, Manitoba lies in the middle of 
Canada and is the eastern-most prairie province. 

“Manitoba is one of the best vacation destination filled with exciting attractions and unique activities. 
Whether you have come to mountain bike, snowshoe, ice-fish, or witness the northern lights, 
Manitoba will find a way into your heart.” 

Top destinations - Brandon, Churchill, Moreden, and Winnipeg 

Facebook likes - 86K | Instagram Followers - 53.7K | Twitter followers - 28.3K 

http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/local/235604721.html 

<Speaking to current campaign> Key target markets will be Alberta, northwestern Ontario, 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba, with secondary markets in the United States, Germany and the United 
Kingdom. Also targeted as emerging markets are France and China. 

Manitoba currently ranks seventh among Canadian provinces in revenues from tourism. With the 
new promotional campaign, Travel Manitoba hopes to boost the province’s ranking to fifth by the 
end of 2020. That would place Manitoba behind the vastly more populous provinces of British 
Columbia, Alberta, Ontario and Quebec, but ahead of Nova Scotia and Saskatchewan. 

Reception of the new branding - TRAVEL MANITOBA - BRANDING THE HEART OF THE NATION 

http://www.mckimcg.ca/archives/travel-manitoba-campaign 

“We need an incredible, awe inspiring brand… that’s all.” With that simple statement from the client 
our work with Travel Manitoba began. The brand for Travel Manitoba had to dig deep. It had to 
inspire international, national and local audiences, and express the true nature and spectacular 
beauty of Manitoba. Through research, exploration and collaboration, the brand was revealed: 
Manitoba is Canada’s heart. Manitoba pulses with vitality, and diversity of culture. It breathes 
incredible history, deep-rooted generosity and pristine nature. It beats with vibrant life. That 
became our theme: Manitoba – Canada’s Heart… Beats. 

 

   

https://www.attractionscanada.com/Manitoba/index.asp
http://www.mckimcg.ca/archives/travel-manitoba-campaign
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/local/235604721.html
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http://globalnews.ca/news/1026028/new-manitoba-slogan-is-canadas-heart-beats/ 

“I truly believe this campaign will draw people to this province from new markets,” Manitoba 
Tourism Minister Ron Lemieux said. “We know tourism is going to explode in Manitoba.” 

http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/local/hearts-beat-over-new-slogan-235698581.html 

"So far, the reaction has been euphoric. People love it," said Ferguson. He said the new ads compare 
well with the successful ones touting Newfoundland as a tourism destination.” 

Tourism in Canada 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tourism_in_Canada  

Canada has a large domestic and foreign tourism industry. The second largest country in the world, 
Canada's incredible geographical variety is a significant tourist attractor. Much of the country's 
tourism is centred on Canada's five largest metropolitan areas, Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver, 
Calgary, and Ottawa, well known for their culture, diversity, as well as the many national parks and 
historic sites. 

Most visitors arriving to Canada in 2015 came from the following countries of residence : 
Rank  Country Number 
1  United States 22,057,860 
2  United Kingdom 733,280 
3  China 511,234 
4  France 507,627 
5  Germany 343,716 
6  Australia 307,123 
7  Japan 294,934 
8  Mexico 204,756 
9  South Korea 204,741 
10  India 200,094 
 
Total visiting 27,554,943 

Destination branding 

http://www.createwanderlust.com/brand-strategy/ 

“There’s a great story to be told about your destination, resort or attraction. Do you know it?  
Like all great stories, it has colorful characters, romance, adventure and rich mental imagery. It 
communicates the single-minded idea that sets your destination apart from your competition, and 
at the same time, illustrates all the little things that make your destination a one-of-a-kind 
experience.” 

http://www.solimarinternational.com/tourism-partnerships/destination-marketing-partnership-prog
ram 

When it comes to marketing a destination, the ability to reach audiences, attract awareness, excite 
interest, and convert into action can be a significant challenge—particularly in the age of marketing 

http://www.createwanderlust.com/brand-strategy/
http://www.solimarinternational.com/tourism-partnerships/destination-marketing-partnership-program
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/local/hearts-beat-over-new-slogan-235698581.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tourism_in_Canada
http://www.solimarinternational.com/tourism-partnerships/destination-marketing-partnership-program
http://globalnews.ca/news/1026028/new-manitoba-slogan-is-canadas-heart-beats/
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budgets decreasing and competition for tourism dollars strengthening around the world. We at 
Solimar have learned that the best way to maximize a destination’s tourism budget is to build 
partnerships and combine marketing efforts into one coherent voice. A partnership approach to 
marketing provides greater strength, unity, and leveraged results—and will more effectively market 
the destination together when compared to individual efforts. 

http://www.gouv.qc.ca/EN/LeQuebec/Pages/Tourisme.aspx  

Promotion through partnership - Tourisme Québec offers information and booking services for 
tourists of all origins, backgrounds and interests. The agency and its partners are dedicated to 
increasing tourism in Québec, regularly organizing activities that promote Québec products, services 
and tourist attractions. To expand Québec’s tourism potential, the Ministère du Tourisme maintains 
partnerships and business associations with many stakeholders, including: 

● Regional tourism associations; 
● Sector-based tourism associations; 
● Private enterprises; 
● Public organizations; and 
● Ministries and local and regional communities. 
● In collaboration with its partners in the Québec tourism industry, Tourisme Québec, engages 

in various activities to boost Québec’s presence on the international scene. 

The systematic promotion of Québec’s brand image through these activities works toward 
strengthening the identity of Québec tourism. 

https://www.bdc.ca/en/articles-tools/marketing-sales-export/marketing/pages/how-attract-internati
onal-tourists-business.aspx 

1. Think eco-tourism/adventure travel 

Canada is emerging as a global destination for ecotourism and adventure travel. The country is a 
natural draw for international visitors seeking authentic wilderness, adventure and cultural 
experiences. 

Canada has a reputation as an uncrowded and unspoiled holiday destination with a wide diversity of 
wildlife. Its natural environment also appeals to visitors seeking an adrenaline rush with such 
activities as windsurfing, whitewater kayaking, skiing and rock climbing. 

Journal of Travel Research - http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0047287504263028 

Focusing on consumer and travel behavior of adventure travelers, this study proposes a 
classification of adventure travelers for segmenting the U.S. adventure travel market. A survey of 
adventure travelers (N = 892) examined traveler characteristics, trip-related factors in the 
decision-making process, and perception of adventure travel. Cluster analysis identified six distinct 
adventure traveler subgroups as (1) general enthusiasts, (2) budget youngsters, (3) soft moderates, 
(4) upper high naturalists, (5) family vacationers, and (6) active soloists. Implications of the classified 
adventure traveler subgroup characteristics in conjunction with their perception of adventure travel 
and the involvement with adventure tourism establishments are discussed.   

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0047287504263028
https://www.bdc.ca/en/articles-tools/marketing-sales-export/marketing/pages/how-attract-international-tourists-business.aspx
https://www.bdc.ca/en/articles-tools/marketing-sales-export/marketing/pages/how-attract-international-tourists-business.aspx
http://www.gouv.qc.ca/EN/LeQuebec/Pages/Tourisme.aspx
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Objectives 
Create awareness to establish Manitoba as a new type of active adventure destination. The 
vitality of the environment and cultural diversity sets the perfect stage for international 
recognition. We want to introduce Manitoba as a haven in Canada for international adventure 
travel and destination racing. January through December 2018  we will host three high profile events 
in different sporting groups. For each of these events we would like to obtain a minimum of a 75% 
registration rate to fill available spots in competition or 75% ticket sales to gain recognition. 

Engaging the community as a part of creating the destination experience. As a part of the push 
to introduce these exciting initiatives it will be essential to have the local residents on board in order 
to support with volunteers, local participants and spectators. We want to impact economic 
development in a way that contributes to the well-being of Manitobans encouraging healthy lifestyle 
and community support. For each event we will achieve a 95% fulfillment rate for volunteers needed 
to efficiently and effectively execute each event.  

Continuing to maintain and improve tourism infrastructure and service levels. Over the past 
two years, visitor spending has increased to $1.603 Billion, visitors have increased to over 11 million, 
and we have created 23,700 jobs directly and indirectly related to tourism. We will maintain this 
momentum and over the next year and continue to increase numbers in these categories by 5% 
over the next 12 months to 1.68 Billion, 11.5 million and 25,000 respectively.  

Target Audiences  
Adventure Travellers - Ages range from mid-twenties to late fifties. Active adventure seekers with a 
higher than average household income. Typically Canadian but will also travel from other active 
countries that may not offer the same terrain or variation in activities - key markets in United States, 
UK, France, Germany or Australia.  They may be single or married, but not looking to travel with their 
children on this particular trip. They may have participated in an endurance type of event before and 
are looking for a new destination to test their abilities.  

Close proximity Canadians & Manitobans - It’s important to have people involved that are in close 
proximity and that have an affinity for the province. These are the people that will come back year 
after year and commit their time into being a part of it all, whether it’s as participant or volunteer. 
They are typically older than 45, active in their communities and often athletes themselves. They are 
passionate about sports and adventure. Healthy lifestyle is an important part of their lives and they 
strive to be active later in life.  

Media Outlets - We will focus on mainly active and outdoors centered media with international 
reach. The target markets for each of these outlets will be consistent with the message and purpose 
of our campaign to be active and adventurous.  
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Key Messages  
We want to emphasize the opportunity for adventurous athleticism within the province of Manitoba. 
Due to the success of the Canada’s Heart Beats campaign we will capitalize on that momentum and 
present an extension to a new set of target audiences. We will convey our objectives through our 
key messages and target each specific audience through media selection and channels of 
communication encouraging active involvement in the province. The messages will speak on a high 
level to each audience but connect with them on delivery.   

Manitoba, get your heart beating. 

Get your heart racing in Manitoba, be a part of it all.  

Life is a journey that begins with a heartbeat, kickstart yours in Manitoba.   

Strategies  

Create additional exposure for the province, capitalizing on international caliber 
races and events   
This strategy allows for international recognition for the province and will establish Manitoba as a go 
to destination for adventure and travellers searching for their adrenaline rush. Coming for the races 
they will be exposed to other great opportunities to explore the province and exposure to the 
diverse cultural offerings.   

Increase community engagement of local Manitobans  
Introducing high caliber international events to the communities will instill a sense of pride in 
residents and encourage participation either as entrants or volunteers. Realising the spirit and 
energy that comes from hosting an event like the Canada games there will be residual passion and 
affinity to being involved in new initiatives and opportunities for growth.  

Think outside of the box with the province’s corporate tourism partnerships   
We need to maximize our tourism budget and build partnerships that reach outside of the realm of 
believing that people just want to take a trip to a place.  If we combine marketing efforts into one 
coherent voice with outside partners we will increase our depth of diverse visitors and likelihood 
that they will return again. A partnership approach to marketing provides greater strength, unity, 
and leveraged results—and will more effectively market the destination together when compared to 
individual efforts. Choosing partners with substantial media reach will allow for extension beyond 
the typical tourism audience and effectively grow opportunities. 
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Tactics  

Corporate and Media Sponsorship Acquisition 
An integral component of this campaign is involvement of key sponsors that have interests outside 
of the tourism industry, but like minded in the realm of adventure, active lifestyles and community 
engagement.  

● Assemble a specialized outreach team to strategically select potential sponsors and present 
a pitch to work together with Travel Manitoba 

● Connect and build sponsorship agreements for future events beyond this campaign 

Campaign Launch  
In 2017 Winnipeg will be hosting the Canada Summer Games. The level of this event will put 
Manitoba on a national stage gaining exposure to the rest of the country as community that comes 
together to support sport and activity through celebration.  

“Together, we’ll help build a strong, healthy Canada through engagement in sport, united in celebration of 
our many cultures and shared national heritage.” 

The introduction of the Get your heart beating campaign through the same channels as the summer 
games will introduce the idea to a continued impact of sport and activity on the economy and how 
Manitoba will be experienced in the future.  

● Landing page extension of the TravelManitoba.com website to introduce the campaign.  
● Social Media Campaign to run in tandem with Canada Games strategies - What makes your 

heart beat? #TravelManitoba - includes targeted ads and paid posts 
● Signage and promotional posters around the Canada games venues.  
● Broadcast banners (snipes) on national broadcasts of sports promoting the social media 

campaign and landing page 
● PR appearances on local media outlets promoting volunteer opportunities and encouraged 

participation 
● PR appearances on international adventure channels and shows promoting the new roster 

of events for the year.  
● Newsletter notification of upcoming volunteer opportunities in the subsequent events 

included in the games volunteer packages 
● Media Event the evening after the games have closed to promote the future of the events 

happening over the next year. Date: August 15, 2017 
● Debriefing Media Release featuring campaign details and schedule of events coming up in 

the future after the games to key media sources to be sent out as a summary of the event.  

Deadline: July 28 - August 14, 2017  | Budget: 40% 
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Ironman Manitoba   
Facebook likes - 597K | Instagram Followers - 280K | Twitter followers - 224K 

IRONMAN is a statement of excellence, passion, commitment. It is a test of physical toughness and 
mental strength. IRONMAN is about persevering, enduring and being a part of something larger 
than ourselves. It shows the heights that can be achieved when we push beyond our boundaries 
and go the distance. (Originally from: http://www.ironman.com/#ixzz4c4mfGBLy).   

The event will be a two day sanctioned multi distance race to encourage all levels of athletes to 
race - offering standard, half and full ironman distances. The race will take place at Riding Mountain 
National Park.  

Influencer partnership with Nicole Walker, an elite triathlete from Manitoba who took the top 
amateur spot at the Ironman North American Championships in 2016.   

● Promote the event on social media and her own blog.  
● Training plans and course tips 

Corporate partnership with Ironman Canada, Triathlon Manitoba, Triathlon Canada and Zoot.  

● Distribution of race information in other race packages across the country encouraging 
registration and volunteer opportunities. 

● Capitalize on the popularity of the Ironman Muskoka races and target racers that are unable 
to register due to quick sellouts (similar terrain and close proximity).  

● Feature on corporate sponsor websites. 
● Full race kit and clothing availability featuring the Manitoba, get your heart beating campaign 

graphics from Zoot.   

Media relationships with Triathlon Magazine.   

● Feature article in the magazine to promote the new race as a premier destination a course 
comparable to Muskoka but in uncharted territory.  

● Bring out media contacts to do a test run of the course and introduce it to their readership.  

Deadline: Race weekend July 14-16, 2018 | Budget: 10% 

Adventure Race World Series 
Facebook likes - 597K | Instagram Followers - 280K | Twitter followers - 224K 

Each international Qualifier event in the AR World Series sets a unique course to test mixed teams of 
four fin the disciplines of trekking, mountain biking, kayaking, navigation and more. Courses are 
always kept secret until just before the start. The event will be a 10 day race event testing the true 
endurance of participants in the rugged terrain of the Canadian shield surrounding Churchill. This 
will be Canada’s introduction into the series, a milestone for the organization with our first  presence 
we will gain international attention through promotion as a destination for adventure.  

 

http://www.ironman.com/#ixzz4c4mfGBLy
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Corporate partnership with Adventure Racing World Series, Cabela’s and Destination Canada.  

● Promote through their social media channels.  
● Feature articles on corporate sponsor’s websites.  
● In-store strategy through Cabela’s with product features and specials (Kayaks, Safety and 

camp gear, etc.) 

Relationships with media outlets: Outside Magazine, Get Out There Magazine, Outpost Travel, 
Adventure Magazine, and Explore Magazine, the travel channel, travel and escape, and Air Canada 
magazines/TVs.  

● Promote through features in print and TV about the race and unique Manitoban landscape.  
● Promotion on social media outlets of media partners. 

Deadline: Race weekend June 7-16, 2018 | Budget: 10% 

Rock & Roll Series Marathon/Half/10k Winnipeg 
Facebook likes - 504K | Instagram Followers - 67.4K | Twitter followers - 139K 

Join us as the Rock & roll marathon series celebrates 20 Years. At each 2017 event we’ll come 
together to celebrate all that we run for: from your personal race day moments to each event’s 
historical milestones. (Originally from: http://www.runrocknroll.com/).   

Corporate partnership with Rock & Roll Race Series, True North Sports & Entertainment, and Garmin 
Canada.  

● Distribution of race information in other race packages that are a part of the series 
encouraging registration and volunteer opportunities. 

● Book Manitoban artists for the headlining act - Bif Naked, or The Watchmen.  
● Feature on Rock & Roll series website as a new destination in the travel section of the site. 
● Race day t-shirts featuring the ‘Manitoba, Get your heart beating’ branding and other 

sponsor artwork.  

Deadline: Race Weekend May 5-6, 2018 | Budget: 5%   
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Timeline  
The timeline will be executed over a 13 month period. The campaign will begin with the preparation 
Canada Summer Games at the end of  July 2017 and continue through to the end of the Ironman 
Race July 14-16, 2018. Due to logistics involved the event planning the first four-six months of the 
campaign will mostly be used to plan and coordinate with sponsorship for the three main events.  

The first roll out of tactics will take place in June, July and August to coordinate and capitalize on the 
events associated to the Canada games. In the time between the games and events planned the 
focus will be on building media relationships and advertising the events.  

Tactic  Team   June 
2017 

July 
2017 

Aug 
2017 

Sept 
2017 

Oct 
2017 

Nov 
2017 

Dec 
2017 

Jan 
2018 

Feb 
2018 

Mar 
2018 

Apr 
2018 

May 
2018 

June 
2018 

July 
2018  ✓ 

Campaign Launch  A                 

Online Prep  A-1                 

Live Online Media  A-1                 

Prep Media kit & Launch   A-2                 
Signage & Promotional 
item printing  A-3                 

Book Broadcast media  A-2                 

Live Broadcast Media  A-2                 

Ironman Manitoba  IM                 

Influencer partnership   IM-1                 

C. sponsor acquisition   IM-1                 

Race information push  IM-2                 
Advertorial production & 
placement  IM-3                 

Race Logistics  IM-2                 

Media Tour  IM-1                 

Clothing production   IM-3                 

World Adventure Race   WR                 

C. sponsor acquisition   WR-1                 

Course & logistics  WR-2                 

Broadcast media  WR-1                 

Clothing/kit production  WR-2                 

Rock & Roll - Winnipeg  RR                 

Book Talent  RR-1                 

Course & logistics  RR-2                 
Race information 
distribution   RR-2                 

Clothing production   RR-1                 
Corporate Partnership 
Acquisition  CPA                 

Preparation  CPA                 

Selection  CPA                 

Partnership pitch  CPA                 

Evaluation  A                 

Press collection  A-1                 

Client Report  A-1                 
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Budget  

Media Category/Tactic  % of  Final Budget 

Campaign Launch  40% 

Campaign landing page & TravelManitoba.ca extension  15% 

Paid social media posts/targeted ads  15% 

Media Relations - Media kit  10% 

Media Event - Launch Party   30% 

Signage & Promotional item printing  10% 

Broadcast media (tv snipes, appearances, & promotion)  20% 

Ironman Manitoba  10% 

Influencer partnership - Nicole Walker  5% 

Corporate sponsorship support  20% 

Race information production & distribution   15% 

Advertorial placement in Triathlon Magazine  5% 

Road Closures, security & volunteer support  30% 

Media Course Trial   20% 

Clothing Production - Volunteer & Participant  (cost subsidized by entry fees)  5% 

Adventure Race World Series  10% 

Corporate sponsorship support  10% 

Course & logistics  35% 

Broadcast media  50% 

Clothing Production - Volunteer & Participant  (cost subsidized by entry fees)  5% 

Rock & Roll Series - Winnipeg  5% 

Talent  25% 

Road Closures, security & volunteer support  60% 

Race information production & distribution   10% 

Clothing Production - Volunteer & Participant  (cost subsidized by entry fees)  5% 

Corporate Partnership Acquisition  20% 

Specialized outreach team  70% 

Partnership pitch  30% 

Agency Fees   15% 
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Evaluation and Measurement 
We will look at the response rate for each tactic and how many users were engaged enough to 
register for the events either as volunteers or participants. Apart from physical registrations we will 
measure with interactions on all landing pages - specifically, how many clicks on “Register” and 
“Volunteer” received as well as inquiries through the social media channels.  

We will be tracking how much social media awareness is generated by this campaign. These 
measures will help us determine our conversion rate - how many users acted in reply to the call of 
what makes their heartbeat using the #TravelManitoba, as well as how much general awareness was 
generated for each event. Specifically, we will look at: 

1. How many inquiries into the details of each event 
2. How many followers/likes the Travel Manitoba Facebook, Twitter and Instagram pages have 

gained during the campaign period 
3. How many international visitors showed interest in travelling to Manitoba by way of the 

online interactions (landing page, corporate sponsor pages and social media) 

The amount of earned media that we acquire is another indicator of how well the campaign is 
received. We will take note of any additional influencers that post in regards to any of our events 
and post their own content to build relationships for future campaigns. We will also take value in 
additional mentions in local media for the cause that did not require an investment of campaign 
dollars.  

Our primary indication of success will ultimately be how much of an impact this supportive 
campaign makes on the different channels of tourism Manitoba and the possibilities that are 
established for more events in the future.   
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